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COMPANION OF MAURY I. DIGGS,
AP- THOUGH THAT NATION HAD INITCONVICTED LAST WEEK,
FOR HIM
IATED PROPOSALS OF TRIPLE
PEARS IN CROWDED COURT
ROOM
SELF OR ANYONE ELSE IN THE
TO ANSWER CHARGE.
ALLIANCE, MIKADO'S MEN EXMATTEAWAN ESCAPE PLOT
SHOWN IN SCHEME
SPRINGS
CLUDED IT FROM DOCUMENT
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Newport, Aug. 26. In an able deSan Francisco, Aug. 26. The sec
fense of his title as national lawn
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CASE
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MIGHT
VISITORS
FEARED
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of the now nationally known DAIRY EXEERPTS
HURT
ond
CITIZEN
AUTHORITY
champion, Maurice E. McLoughlin
cases, the trial of F.
of San Francisco defeated R. No'rrls
Drew CaminettI, who must face the
Williams II of Philadelphia in the fin ORDER OBTAINED FROM SHERIFF THEATER WHERE THEY ARE IN PLAN MEETS WITH INSTANT
COUNT TADASSU HAYASHI,
al round in singles in the
charge of violating the Mann white
OF BETTER CLASS OF
SESSION SO CROWDED ADMIS
FORBIDS VISITORS TO SEE THE
MINISTER
TWICE, KEPT
slave act, under njhich his companion,
tournament today, three sets to one.
PRISONER
EXCEPT WHEN HIS
SION IS LIMITED TO THOSE
NOTES OF NEGOTIATIONS THAT
PEOPLE; AND KIDS? THEY'RE Maury I. Diggs, was convicted, start
The scores were
POSSESSING CARDS
COUNSEL IS PRESENT
HAD COME TO LIGHT
JUST CRAZY ABOUT IT
ed this morning in the United States
Williams proved to be the most
district court before Judge William C
dangerous opponent that McLoughlin
Van Fleet
had met in the seven matches which
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Although it was distinctly stated in
WANT UNIFORM LEGISLATION
SUPPRESSED
The defendant was accompanied by PUBLICATION
Harbrought him the second championship.
26.
the story announcing Kids' Matinee
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Aug.
obCalifornian
the
By today's victory
at the Photoplay theater Saturday, un- his brother, and the court room was
ry K. Thay's many lawyers, fearful
tained .two legs in the seventh chal- lest he hurt his case with the conduct MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE LAWS, der the joint auspices of the theater occupied almost wholly by the venire TOKIO CENSOR TAKES A HAND
lenge cup.
of his
press campaign,
IN
TAXATION AND OTHER TOPICS management and the Optic, that no from whom the jury will be chosen.
PREVENTING SPREADING
In no game since his defeat by shut him off from al' interviewers to- tickets to this event would be given Camlnetfl was reiyesented by MarBE GONE INTO WITH
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WILL
FACTS
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McParke in England, last month has
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Loughlin been pushed
an order to the governor of Sherthrsng of youngsters asked for tick Robert T. Devlin, Nathan' Cohlan.
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of Sacramento. As
ets at the Optic office tnis morning. and
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Williams, In the second set the
Thaw except in the presence of some
The way in which the scheme has in the Digj;s case, Judge Van Fleet
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
passed him repeatedly at the of his counsel. The order serves two
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 26.
London, Aug. 26 The revelations
taken is far beyond the expectations refused to entertain a motion for a
net. Williams' kills and his
,'First it prevents Thaw The fifth annual conference of the of the Optic staff and the theater change of venue to Sacramento. At that the diplomatic negotiations which
purposes.
-- ?.T.mWtin
were in cli amnion ship from giving out more
e
rambling inter-- House of Governors opened here at managers and there is no doubt but' the table with counsel for the de- finally resulted in the
,
Order, toward the Inst, however, Wit-- views, except surreptitiously by mes- 10:30 o'clock this morning. The gath- that the crowd to be accommodated fense also sat Charles B. Harris, an alliance first contemplated, an Angio- alliance and that
Hams seemed to lose his srntia of dis- sengers. Second, it would circumvent ering met in the magnificent Burns will be far larger than had been an- attorney of Sacramento, who is under German-Japanestance and his drives out of court and any secret attempt to obtain from theater amid a setting Arraigned as a ticipated.
indictment charged with subornation Germany was largely Instrumental in
into the net became 'more frequent.
The original offer stands, however; of perjury, returned jointly against starting the move but was ehut out
him a statement in which he might reminder of a legislative chamber of
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26
Eleventh
Washington, Aug.
hour developments in the Mexican
situation today postponed delivery of
President Wilson's special message to

d

1

e

congress until Wednesday and indicated that the Huerta government,
after all, plight withdraw or modify
its rejection of the proposals of the
United States.
' At the request of Senor Ganiboa,
Mexican minister or foreign affairs,
which was based on supplementary
suggestions by John Lina, adviser :o
the American embassy in Mexico City,
President Wilson consented to postpone his address to congress until 1
o'clock Wednesday. It was officially
stated in that connection that in p
case would the United States withdraw from the basic principles of its
position, paramount among which is
refusal to recognize
a consistent
Huerta. Official announcement was
made of the original proposals by the
United States presented w Huerta by
Lind.
Tbey were:
"
1.
Cessation of hostilities and a
definite armistice.
2.
An early and free election.
3.
Huerta to bind himself not to
,
be a candidate.
4.
Agreement by an parties to
abide by the results of the election.
On the proposals the Huerta government at the last moment asked
further time for consideration and on
certain supplementary suggestions Dy
Mr. Lind, the nature of which is not
being divulged here, the request for
a postponement was made.
White House officials positively
stated that Mr. Lind hart not been
recalled from Mexico City and added
that If he had left for Vera Cruz It
would be for only a short visit. He
is expected to return to Mexico City
to continue negotiations.
Preparations at the capitol, hurriedly made for a joint session of the
house and senate, were called off.
President Wilson's message, a document of about 4,000 words, was locked up in the White House vaults
awaiting the next developments. It
is generally understood that the message Is very kind in tone toward
Mexicyj, outlines the American gov
ernments position, eiiiicoora 6""-ou- s
friendship for the Mexican people
and defines the reason for insisting
on elections and the elimination of
''
'
r
Huerta.
The expression of the American
i
policy follows a long ami uuusuai effort to persuade the defacto authorities In Meixco City to suspend hostilities and to secure freedom of choice
by eliminating the present ruler,
Huerta.
In view of the rejection of those
suggestions the United States has not
been compelled to emphasize its ideas
by arms, but, having obtained the
moral support of the civilized world,
the American government has decided
to pursue a policy of, absolute noninterference.
From the first it lias
realized that only two alternatives of
policy were before it: Friendly mediation of armed interevntion. The one
has failed and the other, in the opinion of administration officials is not
called for by any existing emergency.
The United States, therefore, will remain aloof hoping that moral suasion
eventually will prevail.
Arms will be denied A warring

-

o

(Continued on Page Five)
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ALL
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o

(Some of the veterans of the civil
New Mexico's rifle team is not so
Longstreet, leaving Pickett's diwar
are
in
vision
in Virginia, brought West
out,
fact,
at
that.
put
considerably
slow,
o
they are insulted, by a folder the Hood's five brigades, of which only

EDITOR

M. M. PADGETT

L

Goodbye beer Industry, the emperor Louisville and Nashville has got out three ,were in the battle, and
in celebration of the encampment at
four brigades, of which only
has sworn off.
'
-o
Chattanooga next month. They have two were in the battle. These briFour new school houses show San been protesting considerably and one gades averaged about 1,300 men each.
of them has asHed that the appnded Hood's three were among the first to
Miguel is not behind the times.
o
article, which appeared in the Nation- cross Reed's Bridge on the afternoon
We mifilit spare a few minutes off al Tribune, of Washington, be print- of the ISth. McLaws did not arrive
to boost that Texas road. It listens ed in the Optic. We mention this, until the 20th. Longstreet only Innot that it needs any apology, but to creased Bragg's army by about 6,500.
good.
o
give ground for saying that any time The "War of the Rebellion Record"
Please, sir, Mr. Hibbard, Is that the old veterans want anything from may be found In nearly every public
to stop at Las the Optic, they can have it if we can library and in hundreds of private
new fast train
Vegas?
get It for them. This applies alike homes. Why did not the persons who
o
to the men whose bravery preserved prepared the material for this folder
Empwilliam is teetotalling now. Et the union or whose mistaken sincerity avail themselves
of them and give
tu Germanius? .This Is the most
led them to attempt its disruption.
out the truth

pledge of all.
Editors.)
o
Editor National Tribune: How un-- j
One Year
train fortunate It Is that all who are going
transcontinental
Another
Months
Six
shows the Santa Fe is not worrying to Chattanooga next month cannot
about the tariff, anyway.
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of Bragg and Johnston.
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The first shipment of Fall Shoes has arrived ,and is now ready for your
inspection
you'll find all the newer lasts and style models in all popular leathers all sizes and widths imni you an excellent variety from
which to choose. Come in and see them.
.
.
Tan Lotus Calf, new Cub toe,
military heel and medium short
desirable street, shoe......

14

buttons, medium
a very

vamp,

Tan Elk shoe, 14 button model, Goodyear velt sf le,
a rainy day shoe of exceptional quality
$5.50

$5.00

genuine K'lede Calf, 14 button model with
toe, an extremely dressy she, for
A

AE-R-

$4.00

Other moleds in Tan 'willow Calf, Gun metal, patent Colt, Vici Kid and Brown Buckskin at $3.50
up to

$5-5-

Our complete stock of Buster Brown Shoes for children is now
service or a new pair free.

In.

Every pair guaranteed to give

65c to $3.50
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The Storm on Horseshoe Ridge
firm, while theirs were broken, with
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o
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poltroons.' What a pity that, In this
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greater loss
What?
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FOITHCOIRESS
ON HYGIENE

OF

of health such as hygeia never vouch
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other age of ours."
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Little

Stomachs Get Out of Order
Easily In Hot Weather
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should look very carefully to the condition of the bowels of babies and
young children, and, for that matter,
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toilets, ready
of saliva on doors, stair-rails- ,
brate zoology wonderful enlarged enough to show that museum methods
and especially on drinking vesels. This models of mosuitoes and the depart- of instruction may be made of use in
and
material speedily dries and Jisappears, ment of health has
just installed a the teaching of school hygiene
sanitation.
40
model of the house fly, enlarged
"President Osborn, of the American
diameters, which took its skilled art
in speaking of its general
museum,
Ignaz Mateusch, nearly
educational
work, has said: 'Already
of
series
A
wide
to
a year
complete.
facts bearing on the life history of the child can' see here what Aristotle
the fly are illustrated as well as the dreampt of but never saw, and what
relation of the fly to disease, the prac- Darwin and Huxley put Into prophesy
in our
tical methods for its control and the but did not live to see. So
child
results achieved' thereby. A similar, special field we may teach the
were
which
of
diseases
causes
the
but more enlarged model of the ilea
Koch. We
and
to
unPasteur
now
is
mysterious
bubonic
plague)
(carrier of
opportunity to spread
we have already have the
By Lydia E. Fkkham's Veg- der preparation, andsome
the
great school population
small
and
through
models,
etable Compound Their installed
some life size, dealing with the rats of New York a knowledge of the laws
Own Stories Here Told.
which harbor the plague microbe and
from which the flea carries it to man.
e
Beatrice, Neb. ' ' Just after my
The opportunity for future develop- FAMILY AVOIDS
my left side began to pain me and ment here, and in connection with the
the pain got so severe at time3 that I
suffered terribly with it. t visited three mosquitoes of malaria and yellow
SERIOUS SICKNESS
doctors and each one wanted to operate fever, and a score of other disease
we
one
a
which,
to
an
consent
not
would
is
I
opon me but
tempting
carriers,
eration. I heard of the good Lydia E. hope to develop in the next few years.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
"This hall is our first opportunity 8y Being Constantly Supplied With
doing for others and I used several bot- to serve the public
schools in the
tles of it with the result that I haven't
Thedford'i Black-Draugh-t.
of health education. ;They bring
work
since
then.
side
been bothered with my
I am in good health and I have two little their classes to the museum in one
girls. " Mrs. R. B. Child, Beatrice.Neb. of the periods allotted to civic biology
and in an hour with these models and McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
The Other Case.'
says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, oi
learn more than they could rears,"
diagrams
bis place, "with sick headache, and
Cary, Maine. -- " I feel it a duty I owe
to all suffering women to tell what Lydia get from books and lectures in a stomach trouble.
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did month.
which did,
for me. One year ago I found myself a "In addition to the hall,' which is rhedford's
Ind I found it to be the best family medi-;iterrible sufferer. I had pains in both open to all, the visitors to the
for young and old.
sides and such a soreness I could scarcely
(numbering 800,000 a year), we 1 keep
on hand all the
back
ached,
times.
at
My
straighten up
ssnppial Ipctnros to the school ime now, and when my children feel a
irranra
I
nervous
so
I had no appetite and was
of their ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
could not sleep, then I would be so tired children on the occasion
museum does them more good than'any medicine
the
is
of
the
It
policy
mornings that I could scarcely get visits.
Ihey ever tried.
around. It seemed almost impossible score to a thousand. Or, if the teach-ed- ) We never have a
long spell of siefc-le- ss
to move or do a bit of work and I
on any subject within the field
in our family, since we commenced
thought I never would be any better for any teacher who may ask for it ising
until I submitted to an operation, but and for
is purely
any number of pupils, from a Thedford's
my husband thought I had better write score to a thousand. Or, if the teach- regetable, and has been found io regu-a- te
weak stomachs, aid digestion,
to you and I did so, stating my symptoms. I commenced taking Lydia E. er prefers to lecture himself, we proindigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and vide- hall, lantern slides and operator. leadache, sick stomach, and similar
soon felt like a new woman. I had no The larger high schools send their iymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
pains, slept well, had good appetite and classes twice' a year near the end of han
70 years, and has benefited more
could do almost all my own work for a
term for a talk on water or milk, han a million people.
each
of
four.
shall
I
family
always feel that
of city cleanYour druggist sells and recommends
I owe my good health to your Vegetable or insect borne disease which
Price only 25c. Get a
fits into
some'
other
topic
Compound." Mrs. Haywaed Sowers, ing or
N. c 125
Kckage
time.
at
the
of
Maine.
course
study
their
Cary,
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(Special Correspondence of Optic)
The fourth International Congress
on School Hygiene, for which preparations have been making for many
months, opened yesterday in this city
with an attendance remarkable for its
character.
size, and representative
While the majority of the delegates,
as was to be expected, come from the
United States and Canada, there are
many and eminent representatives
here from the nations ef Europe.
Noted educators, scientists, physicians, health officers and civic welfare
workers to a total running into the
hundreds have registered. For an
entire week they will exchange views
and listen to papers ana addresses
on every important phase of work
the
having to do with Improving
health and efficiency of school children.
The present meeting is the fourth
triennial session of the International
The
Congress on School Hygiene.
at
Nuremberg
was
organized
congress
The second meeting was
in 1901.
held" in London in 1907 and the third
nations
in Paris 1n 1910. Twenty-fivhave membership on the permanent
international committee of the con
--

e

gress.

conAmong the topics that will be
sidered by the congress during the
The rela
week are the following:
tion between school hygiene and home
rural school hygiene,
conditions;
as carriers of disease,
children
school
the relation of athletics to health,
eye disease among school children,
01
the hygiene of play, the hygiene
relation
the
and
the defective child,
of spinal curvature and flat feet to
the health of the child.
Numerous papers to be presented
air
by experts will treat on open
facilischools, lunch rooms, drinking
ties, village schools, summer camps,
rest rooms, school architecture, the
school decorprevention of epidemics,
ations and school nurse.
Tho suhiect of "Open Air Schools"
will be given particular attention.
Sneakers from numerous cities win
deal not only with the work of the
tne
open air schools, but also with
treatment
upon
air
of the open
the pupils.
A
svmnosium on "Sex Hygiene
conducted under the auspices
be
will
of the American Feaeratlon for ex
Prominent among speakers
Hygiene.
who will be heard are United States
Commissioner Qf Education Philander
v,
nr Wueh Cabot of the Mas
sachusetts general hospital, President.
William T. Fostur of Reed college,
and Dr. Thomas M. Balliet of New
York university.
The American Physical Education
association will conduct a symposium
on "Physical Education in the Public
Srhools." "Tuberculosis Among Chil
dren" will he discussed under the aus
and
pices of the Society for the Study
So
The
Tuberculosis.
of
Prevention
of Blindness
Prevention
the
for
ciety
a symposium on tne
Conservation of Vision in School
Children" and the Illuminating Engia similar
neering society will conduct
discussion on the subject of school
illumination.
The president of the tongress aad
the presiding officer at the general
sessions is Dr. Charles W. Eliot, pres
ident emeritus of Harvard university.
The vice presidents are Dr. William
H. Welch, the great
pathologist of
Johns Hopkins university, and Dr.
Henry V. Walcott, chairman of the
Massachusetts state board of health.
Many educators, medical men and
health officials of prominence are in
cluded among the honorary vice presidents of the congress Among them
are Sir James Grant, ouo of the fore
most representatives of the medical
profession in Canada; Dr. Rupert
Blue, head of the United States pub
lic health and marine hospital serv
iceDr. Abraham Jacobi, president
of the American Medical association;
Dr. David Starr Jordan, president of
Leland Stanford university; Dr. Theobald Smith of the Harvard Medical
school: Dr. H. M. Bracken, chief of
the department of hygiene of Mexico.
The city of Buffalo has generously
contributed $40,000 for xne expenses
of the congress and to provide enter
tainment for the delegates. The local
committee has arranged for a series
of social events. Including a ball, banquet, lunchon and receptions. There
will be daily automobile tours of the
city and excursion trips, to the great
industrial plants and o the. scenic
wonders of Niagara Falls.
ei-fe-

vt

will-cond- uct

Today is a fine day to boost Good
Roads Day.
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The daughter of a. Mitchell. Bagdad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney
trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitchell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Pills and now she is completely cured." Women are more liable to have
than men and will find
kidney trouble PH's
asafe dependable
Kidney
Foley
and honest medicine. O. O. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad7.

and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness ov
er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat
ism, dull headache, and disturbed
Many Difficulties Result From sleep, are all Indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
Improper Feeding.
quickly and permanently. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
Soft Feeds Are Far Superior for
PREMIER LAYS CORNER STONE
Young Fowls to Whole Grains, as
Given by Average Growers-G- ive
Toronto, Ontario, Aug. 20. The
corner stone for Toronto's new techniThem Free Range.
cal high school,, which is designed to
I hear a great many people com- be one of the most complete and best
plain that they cannot raise ducks, equipped institutions of its kind la
says a writer in the Farm Progress. America, was laid this morning by
They give all manner of reasons, Premier Dorden.
from climate to parasites. I am of the
belief that it is because of erroneous
Confidence Well Founded
ideas of diet among the duck' raisers.
The Implicit confidence that many
Most growers feed whole grains to
their hatches of ducks, and while people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
birds Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la
this is all right for
founded on their experience in the
or adults, the young duck will do a
use of that remedy and their knowlThe
food.
on
soft
lot better if fed
of the many remarkable cures
duck has no teeth in his crop In fact edge
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
he has no crop, with Its gravel and
other hard substances ysed In reduc it has effected. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
ing the food to a pulpy mass. The
young duck is a voracious feeder, eat
TO ORGANIZE
ing great deal more than a chick of CREMATIONISTS
the same age; and, If fed grain, there
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 26. The first
is undue strain put upon the digestive national convention of cremationists
machinery. In order for the duckling of America is to meet at the cremato make normal growth it is neces- torium in this
city tomorrow for a
sary that his food be easily
session of two days. Steps will be
It is bad business to keep the ducks taken at the meeting to form a napenned up too closely. While not such tional organization, similar to the
tireless foragers as the turkey, the Cremation Society of England.
guinea or the chicken, the duck will
do a lot better if allowed to go out
If you sit in a cool draft when you
insects are heated
anfl catch a few
a stiff neck or
and
and grasshoppers for himself. The ame back, you get
will be
for
amount of grass nibbled down by the something that will ease looking
the pain.
ducks will give some idea of their Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
actual craving for green stuff.
LINIMENT and don't be talked out o
Wheat, bran, cornmeal, ground oats, it, because it is the best pain relieving
oil cake meal and meat scraps mixed liniment you can get snywhere. Price
and fed are a valuable ration for the 2uc, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
s
Central Drug Co. Adv.
duck that is less than
Green food must be given
grown.
where this Is practicable. The next
RACE MEETING AT OTTAWA
thing Is to get them and keep them
Ottawa, Ontario, Aug. 26. Every
thing is in readiness for the opening
here tomorrow of the summer race
meeting of the Connaught Park Jockey club. With the track in excellent
condition and the stables filled with
the speediest horses seen on the Canadian circuit this year, the officials
of the club are looking forward to
seven days of good sport.

SOME DUCK TROUBLES

In Some Corn Districts Corn Is Main

Item and In Others Oats, .Barley or Some Other Grain.
(By PROF. JAMES DRTDEN, Poultry
Department, Oregon Agricultural College.)

There are several rations that can

be fed successfully In fattening chickens. In some districts corn Is the main
item, and In others oats, barley or
other grain. The price of grain will
govern the ration fed, largely.
There is no better fattening food,
probably, than good plump oats fine
ground. Barley, ground up fine, Is also good as part of the ration. A good
ration would be ground oats, barley
and middlings in equal parts and a
little bran mixed with buttermilk or
sour milk.
If one cannot get milk it will be
necessary to feed some animal meal
or beef scrap, or a little blood meal.
About 10 per cent, of the weight of
the grain is the right proportion of
blood meal.
'
If corn is as cheap as the other
grains, I would feed corn liberally.

half-grow-

The grain should be mixed with about
twice as much milk as of ground grain,
so that it will be very soft and drip
from the end of a stick. No green
food Is necessary. '
The chickens should be fed all they
will eat twice a day. At first one
should begin by feeding light, but after two or three days they should be
given all they will eat up twice a day.
Food should not be left standing before them, however.
The chicken should be confined' in
a small pen or fattening crates where
they will get no exercise. They will
be quieter and do better In a dark
pen. The feeding may be done by
lamplight at night if that Is more con
venient.

slow-flyin-

WORK IN THE POULTRY YARD

g

two-third-

First Thing of Importance Is to Open
Houses, Allowing Fowls Benefit
of Fresh Air.
(By M. K. BOYER.)
The routine work on the poultry
farm consists, first, of opening up
the houses and allowing the fowls the
benefit of the fresh air.
Then comee the breakfast; then the
'

drinking water; then cleaning up the
droppings of the night.
Following this is looking after the
trap nests, making repairs, taking
care of the incubators and brooders,
and general chores.
At night, again the feeding and at
dusk emptying out the drinking ves
sels, examining the houses that all
may be found well, and locking the
doors.

But there are other duties changing male birds, examining the fowls
on the roost and removing such as
show signs of colds or Illness, watching for feather pullers, doctoring torn
combs and wattles, and a multitude of
things that call for constant attention.
All these matters repeat themselves
from Monday morning until Sunday
night.
It is the routine work, this sameness
that so quickly discourage the beginner and makes him quit the work
early in life.
More people would be fitted for
'
poultry work if they could content
themselves with this repeated, sameness. To them it becomes monotonous. They want something different;
they cannot get it fn the poultry business and so they change their
SAFE

AND

SIMPLE

BROODER

Ordinary Lamp Is Placed at End
Piping to Furnish Heat Little Danger of Fire.

of

I have a brooder made .of a tight
box, one joint and two eblows of
stove pipe. The pipe is placed in the
brooder as shown with an ordinary
lamp at the lower end to furnish the

YOU who require the best and purest
medicine see that you get Foley's HonV

Indian Runner Ducks,

IP. -

y

PROFIT IN YOUNG COCKERELS

'

-- .

'

out in a pasture or a stubble field.
Watch the ducks for an hour when
they are in the open, and you will be
surprised at the amount of Insects
they will find.
When ducks are allowed to make
most of their growth In the open it
is surprising to see how free from
parasites and ordinary diseases they
will remain. While some poultrymen
are inclined to think that a pond Is
by no means necessary In duck raising, I am certain that they will do 50
per cent, better If they have a pool
somewhere in which to paddle. They
are water birds, when all is said of
their domestication, and it is mere
common sense reasoning that they
will do better if they have a place
where they can swim and hunt for
small frogs, tadpoles and water bugs.
Foul quarters are certain death to
a hatch of ducklings. Filth, droppings, slimy dirt floors and the odors
and gases from manure heaps and
rotting straw will kill off ducks in a
few nights.
Once over the downy, soft stage,
with feathers showing,
and bodies
hardened, the ducks will get along
famously if allowed in the open during the day. I have had more trouble
from rats attacking the young ones
than from any other one cause. Tht
soft and helpless duck is the prey
rat will dig
that the
30 feet under floors to get at One
rat will kill a half dozen at a single
raid.
blood-hungr-
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Birds Should Be Rushed to Market
Soon as They Reach Weight of
Four Pounds to Pair.

-

Black-Draugh- t."

.

FEED FOR FATTENING FOWLS

Keep watch of the cockerels and
rush them to the broiler 'market as
fast as they attain a weight of three
Home-Mad- e
Brooder.
to four pounds to the pair. There is
more profit in disposing of cockerels
heat, says a writer in an exchange. as
broilers than to hold thCm for roast
The damper is a piece of tin laid on
Of course, if one has a special
ers.
top of the upper opening by which the
heat may be regulated. I find this to market for fancy roasters it will pay
to hold the cockerels of the heavy
make a safe and practical little
breeds and dispose of them when they
weigh five to night pounds each.
The average poultryman, however,
Habit.
is a habit that starts will gain in the end by sending off
with hens, generally, that are out of the cockerels as fast as they attain
The pullets need the
condition.
In other words, when the broiler age.
It
hen gets too fat and also when there room occupied by the broilers.
is a scarcity of lime in the bill of costs a lot money both for feed and
equipment to raise cockerels, and un
fare, the shells of the eggs become
less one has special objects in view
thin. When being laM these
eggs usually break and the he better get rid of them at the earlihen thus acquires a taste. It is always est possible date.
best to gather the eggs several times
Pen for Little Chicks.
a day so that there will be no chance
A feeding pen for little chicks
for breakage by hens crowding oi
should be centrally located where the
the nest of by a newly laid
chicks can run to it at any time, and
those already laid.
the older birds cannot get at it. As
soon as a hen calls her chicks to get
Shift the Trays.
Shift the trays from left to rigl.! a choice morsel, every hen In hearing
runs to rob them of it.
with each turning.
Egg-Eatin- g

Egg-eatin- g

d

Too Much Moisture Kills.
Too much moisture has killed ruor
chicks than too little

ey and Tar Compound in jireference
to any other for coughs, colds, asthma,
hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
troubles. It Is a strictly high grade
family medicine, and only approved
drugs of first quality are used in its
manufacture. It gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv,

tj

ANNUAL BROTHERHOOD MEET
Marlborough-on-the-IIudsoN. Y.,
Aug. 26. The eighteenth annual con-

ference of the Brotherhood of the
Kingdom opened here today and will
continue until Friday. The conference
Is made up of representatives of numerous religious and social bodies and
its purpose is to discuss subjects of
interest. World peace, sopresent-da- y
cialism, the rural church, neighborhood movements, and the modern,
conception of religious education are
among the subjects to the considered
at the present meeting.
Ills of Women
Many women suffer miserably from
chronic constipation, causing nervousness, dizziness and sallow complexion.
They will find that Chamberlain's
Tablets invariably bring relief. These
tablets are easy to take asd pleasant
in effect. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

1

TO VOTE ON COMMISSION PLAN
Akron, O.. Aug. 26. Advocates and
opponents of the proposed new charter for Akron are warming up to a

spirited campaign with the near ap
proach of the special election at which
the fate of the proposal to change the
form of municipal government will be
decided. The election will be held
Thursday. If the charter is adopted
the control of the entire municipal
government will be invested in a commission of three, composed of a mayor
and two commissioners. The mayor
will receive a salary of $4,000 a year
and Hhe two commissioners $3,600 a
year each.
T'nnrmastftr Antolne Deloria. Gard
ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and bladder iregularities, and says "From my
own experience I can recommend
rririnpv Pills. Mv father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by oiey tuaney
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Crops
Drug Store. Adv.
Fo-ip- v

if
And we might also add that
some people get their way and Chris
Wiesfand comes back in time to tsign
a contract, Las Vegas will have a
White Way.

In every home wliere there
baby there should also bo a bott
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It mn
needed at any time to correct
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea
summer complaint. It is a v.
Danger of Drafts.
Whatever your scheme of Yeutila- some remedy, contains no evKnu,
tion in the poultry house, let no drafts phine or lajr.r!ons drnnr f ar.y
9u
reach the roosts.
Price 25c and f.Oc per tott!.
Central Drug Co. Mr.

a
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ts
Jim, a squaw man, who
asks him for money, which Reco refuses. Two of the squaw man's Indian associates come up and he gives
them some whiskey and secures their
assistance in his determination to rou
Reco, but finding two men at the
home he tries to coerce the Indians
into shooting them both. They refuse, however, even when tempted by
liquor, so the squaw man shoots, killing Robert's brother. Reco manages
to get away and warns Robert, whom
be finds in the village where he has
stopped for food. Robert, when he
learns the sad news7, forgets about his
being a soldier and returns to the
homo to find it ransacked and his
brother dead, He swears vengeance
and after the securing the promise of
that they will bury his
brother, he trails thes quaw . man-cat- ches
up with him on the top of a
train
they struggle and fall
freight
from the train. The squaw man, get
ting away from him, holds up an auto
attempts to run it and it goes over
a bank. Robert comes up to him
they have a hand to hand fight down
the side of a mountain, where Robert
gets the best of him and chokes Mm
to deaththen being out of his mind
from his intense agony, ha puts him on
his back and" carles him all the way
back to camp, where he reports to
his commanding officer, telling him
tho reason whv he committed the
crime. Ho If placed under arrest to
await his punishment. Thus we leave
one who has suffered very much.

26, 1913.
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PHOTOPLAY
THREE FILMS

IN WHICH ACTOR-MANAGER
STARRED
DISPLAY
VERSATILITY
IN CONTRASTING
CHARACTERIZATIONS.

1

SOUTH li'ESTERN

IS TO

trial purposes throughout the greater
of Illinois, Iowa ands Missouri.:
The dedication was made m. occasion for interesting ceremonies'. There
were parades on both sides of the river, followed by a program of speech-makinAn immense fleet of river
craft in gala dress added to the gay-etof the scene. It is estimated that
a quarter of a million persons witnessed some portion of the day's

FOR parts
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USE SCRIPT

NOW

GOOD

ROADS DAY

OF NORMAL FOR

IS REPORTED

CIIE

IIAPIDLV

COMING YEAR

ONE MORE ROAD NOTIFIES STATE
CORPORATION COMMISSION OF
INWILLINGNESS
TO HONOR
FACULTY BUT SLIGHTLY CHANGTERCHANGEABLE
COUPONS
ED, MANY NEW STUDENTS
AND
NEW COURSES
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
ARE TO BE OFFERED
Santa Fe, Aug. 26. In a letter to
day from the El Paso & Southwestern
The coming winter session of the
that road informs the state corpora New Mexico Normal
university prom
tion commission that effective as
ises to be the most successful yet
early as the proper announcement can known to that institution. The standbe made that line will accept, the
ard reached last year in regard to
transcontinental script book on its the attendance
was considered excel
main line on the basis of 2
cents lent but the
outlook shows
present
from a $90 book and 3 cents a mile a
large increase over that. Much
from the $40 book. For the purpose
credit for this increase is due to the
of this order the line from Dawson to
president of the institution, Dr. Frank
Tucumcari is considered a part of the K. H.
Roberts, who for the past sev
main line. This means that the trans eral months has
advertised far and
continental book practically becomes
wide, securing for the normal a large
universal in New Mexico now, and number of students from
outside the
travelers need not provide themselves
city. The normal will begin the
with a book good only on tlfe line is- winter session next
and
Monday
suing the book. The El Paso & South Tuesday when the office of the presiwestern formerly would honor this dent and dean will
be open for applt
script but only on a basis of 4 cents cants to enter. It has been requested
a mile, the local fare rate. This, re
that all students make the arrange
duction to the figures stated above ments with the
dean on Tuesday.
does not apply to the Cloudcroft,
There will be a faculty meeting at
branch, where the local fare will still

Tomorrow night will lie Roniaine
Fielding night at the Photoplay theater. Three reels of pictures in which
Mr. Fielding takes the leading part
will be shown. Managers Duncan and
Browne were fortunate to obtain this
special run and no doubt the Photoplay will be overcrowded to see it.
The pictures featuring Mr. Fielding
are growing in popularity all over the
country. Whenever a special reel is
shown with this noted actor hi his
usual feat of carrying the leading role
the managers of the theater take spe
cial pains to advertise to their patrons the fact.
As many shows will be given tomor
row night as will be necessary to accommodate the patrons. The three
pictures that will be shown tomorrow
night will show Mr. Fielding In three
very strongly contrasting characters,
His wide versatility in this work will
be thus emphasized. A brief outline
of the films is as follows:
be charged.
The Crlnger
With the addition or the E. P. & S.
A young sheep herder, whom his
W. to the lines honoring the transcon
associates had dubbed "The Cringer"
tinental script, that book is now good
Important to Dyspeptics
because of his physical fear was
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's at the
cent rate from the $90
one day attending to a sick kid out Tablets improve the appetite, strength book, and 3 cents from the $40 book,
of his flock, when some cowboys, who en the digestion ana regulate the on all lines of the Santa Fe in New
liver and bowels. Just what you need.
aro a sheep herder's natural enemy,
the Southern Pacific, the
Adv. Mexico,
For sale by all dealers.
of
came upon him. They made sport
Rock Island and the El Paso & South
him and roughed Mm up a bit, leaving
western. It is pood at 3 cents a mile
They
him cringing on the ground.
from either book, on the D. & R. G,
MARINES
COULD MAKE and the Colorado
ride into town to hava a blow-out- .
& Southern, while
Then Muck Feters, the owner of the
the New Mexican Central and other
small lines in the state still charge
EXPEDITION ON BUT
sheep, a renowned, character for sting
their local fars.
iness and brutality, happens to see
Amusement Company Incorporates
the Cringer nursing the goat and in
LITTLE NOTICE
his anger strikes the Cringer to the
Incorporation papers were filed with
the corporation commission today by
ground. The Cringer in mortal fear
back
him
the Amusement Park company of Ai
from
himself
away
drags
CORPS MOST MOBILE BRANCH OF
to his sheep where he tell3 Joe, a
biiquerque, H. C Miller, Cromwell
BOARDING
TRANS block,
SERVICE;
stoic herder, of his mishaps and again
agent. The company is incor
PORT FOR TRAVEL WILL TAKE
porated for $75,000 divided into 3,000
is knocked to the ground by M3 fel
LESS TIME THAN PROVISIONING
shares of a par value of $25 each. Of
low herder. His thoughts are net so
this 3,000 shares, 1,000 M preferred
much of himself as for tbdj poor little
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
stock carrying 8 per cent guaranteed
kid, which he is trying to scccor in
W
ashington, Aug. 26. While the uivmenas.
me directors are com
its distress. When he thinks of the United States marine
corps has not posed of two men elected
whole
his
little
the
of
goat
by the pre
suffering
been preparing for any particular
ferred stockholders and three by the
nature transforms itself. He deter- emergency, officials declare
today
mines to show them that he fears no- that branch of the service has been common stockholders. The incorpora
tors are G. C. Travis holding 100
thing. He steals one of his employ made so mobile that on a few hours
shares of each kind of Hock, H. 0.
mountain
into
a
ers' horses to ride
notice it could start for any place its
Miller, holding 100 shares of each
the
that!
so
a
barn
to
fire
sets
city,
services are needed. This applies In
stock, and Willie Engel of Estancia,
citizens may be drawn thereto by the genera to the enUre
personnel of the who has four shares of common stock.
and
bank
enters
a
and
conflagration
corps, but more particularly to that
Files Trade Mark
holds it up, the cashier being alone portion stationed at Philadelphia.
Davis
The
Milling company, a Mishave
as the remainder of the clerks
From that station the 1,000 marines
souri corporation, manufacturing the
an
falls
He
easy
to
fire.
the
gone
in barracks would be ready to take
Aunt Jemima brand of flour, has filed
prey to the Cringer, but in reality he transports v'and sail on the shortest Its
trade mark with the secretary of
Prothe
presses a button notifying
possible .notice,
state.
tective Service office, thereby giving
as
men
So far
themselves are
the
New Notaries
the alarm that the bank is in danger. concerned every one would be at their,
Notaries appointed Saturday by
sack
a
with
The Cringer gets- away
posts with all their paraphernalia in Governor William C. McDonald were
of money but through a daughter of two hours after a call came, every as follows:
Benjamin H. Hale, Arte- the captain of the Protective Service, man would he in line, for the marine
Jose de la Lnz Sanchez, Armljo,
sia;
who runs to the fire and warns the corps Is the one branch of the fight Bernalillo
county, and W. F. Moore,
cowpunchers that the hank has been ing seryice which is filled up to the Silver City.
robbed, the Cringer is Boon compelled last man. Of the 9,922 barines, not
Water Applications
to take to cover in an abandoned lo;; counting officers, many more are staThe Carrizozo Cattle Ranch comhut where he makes his last stand. tioned at Philadelphia than at any pany has filed a water
application
He compels the posse to shoot him, other place. At Norfolk there are al- with the state engineer asking to apmost 700, but many are recruits not
dying with the words on his lips "I
propriate the vater from Jakes spring,
ready for service without at least as it is called, in
wasn't afraid."
township 9 south,
training."
Cnief White Eagle
range 9 west, for the irrigation of 40
As to provisioning transport to car
acres. Luis Vigil of Tularosa asks the
White Eagle, who is going to school,
from Philadelphia, it was
state engineer for two second feet of
learns through a communication from ry marines
said that it would require some hours water from the Tularosa
river for the
the government that his father had
more than it would take the men
irrigation of 40 acres.
died, and that he is now chief of the
themselves to get aboard. However,
tribe, receiving orders from the gov- it is believed all the food needed for
ernment to proceed to a western post
an extended trip could be taken
and there receive instructions from aboard in
Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
considerably less than 12
Back
the commanding office to assist in sub- hours.
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St, Lincoln,
duing the threatened uprising of his
III., was recently cured of a bad case
tribe. He arrives at the fort and meets
Is the starting point of kidney trouble that started with a
Constipation
with a woman who teaches him to for
many "serious diseases. To be heal- lame back, and says: "I am certainly
kidlove her, she affirming that she loves
thy keep the bowels active and regu- thankful in getting a cure of my
him. He asks her to marry him, and lar. HERBINE will remove all accum- ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
O. G.
Pills.
them yourself.
sho, never having thought of that side ulations in the bowels and put the sys- SchaeferTry Red Cross
and
50c.
Drug Store.
tem
..Price
in
condition.
prime
'
,,i
of it, turns on him with names only Sold
Adv.
Adv.
by Central Drug Co
befitting a dog. - He, in the heat of
"
Ma Injured pride, strangles her and
PYTHIANS MEET AT TRiNlDAD
to
his tribe as their chief.
returns,
EXTENSIVE GERMAN MANEUVERS
Trinidad, Colo., Aug.
'
The major commanding the fort finds
Berlin, Aug. 26. As a preliminary
circles
Interest
in
of
PytMan
days
the body of the woman and send3 an were ushered in here
to
the most imposing and extensive
today with the
order to lieutenant Adair to find and
German
army maneuvers in years the
sesannual
of
the
opening
grand lodge
shoot "White Eagle on sight. He does sion of the Uniformed Rank of the kaiser today held an inspection of
so against Ma will, finding White
Knights of Pythias. Members of the the Fifth army corps at Breslau. Later
Eagle In tie camp dressed in the order from all parts of Colorado are in the week his majesty will inspect
parb of the red man who dared forget in attendance. General Burdick and the Sixth army corps at Posen. These
himself. Alter doing his duty he says bis
staff arrived in the city this morn- two army corps are to form tne opa prayer to .Ms God on behalf of the
in the great maneuvers
ing and were escorted to the head- posing forces
lead chief and returns with his 'solbe
to
held
early next month. The
quarters camp in Central park. This
diers.' Tho Indians return, kneel be- afternoon the
scene
of
the
maneuvers, will be thee
took
place.
great parade
side their dead chief, raise their hands The
This
competitive drills will be held historic plains of PrussianSilesia.
to the Great Spirit, praying that his tomorrow and on
to
are
and
dirigibles
year
areoplanes
Thursday the gathsoul may go to the happy hunting
ever
extent
to
than
a
be
used
greater
and
Will
election
the
with
close
ering
;':
grounds.
before, and every aivalable military
Installation of the grand lodge
A Soldier's Furlough
flier in Germany will be at the disPrivate Robert Adair gets a ten
position of the two commanders-in-chie- f
day's furlough to visit his mother who
of the opposing armies. The
is very ill. She (dies and we see Rob- will be employed as swift
aeroplanes
'ALLEN'S1
r and Tom, his brother, whom he
7
dispatch bearers and for reconnoiter-inloves dearly, burying their mother.
purposes. The dirigibles will be
P' The Antisenfieeowdersholceti Into
Robert hag to leave his brother and
with light wireless outfits
equipped
RemThe Standard
JJ the shoes
return to camp before his furlough
the leet for ft quarter and their principal function will be to
edy lor 30.000
century.
testimonials, soui
is up, leaving Tom with Reco. an H I
from the comk. everywhere, 25c. Sample FREK. transmit instructions
t
.
I.e Rot, N V.
Address, Atl.-- S.
friend.
Reco, while en route to viMt .V. Rlau
wtio put U EE ia I' E E T manders to their officers.
s

LOT CONTRIBUTIONS

PROSPERITY

'

-

the normal Saturdav afternoon at
o'clock, at which all fani'tv mutters
will be settled.
Dr. Roberts this morning stated
in the
that the demand for
lower grades was heavy. "We will
maintain the largest jun'or class ever
known before in the Institution dur
ing tne coming year, he said una as
ihis part of the school is considered
vastly important it has l ean difficult
tr-to secure teachers
grades.
There will be little change in tbe
faculty this year at the normal. Miss
Cornelia Murray, who had been select
ed to fill the position vacated by Miss
Liva Lichcty as music and art in
structor, will be succeeded by Miss
Sue Hutchison 'of Ch'.cagn, who has
several degrees to her credit in edu
cational work. This 's practically the
only chcange that will t made.
The faculty of the norma has not
not been Idle during the past summer
months. A number of ilie professors
have been doing Institute work a.il
others have taken courses in other
colleges in the east. There will be
none of the dusty spirit with the
faculty. They enter into their work
with the same energetic and progressive spirit as would be the case if the
middle of the winter session was at
'
hand.
Application for residence at the
dormitory have been unusually heavy
and up to the present time practically
all the space in, this place has been
applied for. The dormitory will open
next Saturday. The success of the
university this year cannot be limited'.
All over the southwest it has come
to be known as the most able uni
versity in the west. In the east it
is known through the president, Dr.
Roberts, who is continually invited
to attend and address large bodies of
instructors from all over the country.
The residence of students this year
will cover numerous states. AH the
western states will be largely represented and the attendance from
the east is expected to be equally
large.

lr

'

'

y

NO

SOLICITING DONE HERE AS
YET BUT MONEY AND OFFERS
OF WORK FLOW
FREELY
LOCAL COMMITTEE

rising two points. The last sates were
as follows:
TiYi
Amalgamated copper
American Sugar, bid
109
Atchison
95
161
Reading
Southern Pacific
90
Union Pacific
153
United States Steel
53
United States Steel, pfd
108
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

TELEGRAPHERS MEET
Members of
the
Telegraphers' association and the United States Military
Telegraph corps began a three-dajoint reunion in Detroit today. Members of the two organizations from
several hundred cities throughout the
country are in attendance.
The concluding sessions of the reunion are to be held Thursday at Mt.
Clemens. It is expected that Thomas
A. Edison; the famous inventor and
one of the charter member of the
e
telegraphers,' will be present. It was in the railway depot at
Mt. Clemens that Mr. Edison began
his career as a telegrapher, and it Is
planned to have him send a message
to President Wilson from the same
instrument that he used years ago
when he was learning the business.
OLD-TIM-

The general opinion that the public
spirit of Las Vegas is slow when contributions are solicited for a good plan
has been placed in the discard ty
the committee serving as local managers of the Good Roads day, which
will take place on September 10. Although there has been no soliciting
yet contributions are coming in each
day for this move. The parties interested directly in the plan are delight
ed. Las Vegas, the pioneer city of
the movement, is far advanced over
all other cities in the state as far as
this part o'f the work is concerned
and promises to carry the leading
place all the way through.
Dr. W. T. Brown of Watrous, who
inaugurated the movement, is boostHe has interested all
ing heavily.
the towns along the Santa Fe trail to
Raton and has been assured of hearty

E

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 26.
Old-Tim-

y

Old-Tim-

'

comes
The good roads movement
home to local individuals strongsr
each day. Tourists who have passed
through Las Vegas returning from the
coast say that the route over the Santa Fe trail is far superior to
that via Denver and through the des-er- t
and sandy country of Utah. Those
who have made the trip to the coast
by this route and have returned on
the Santa Fe trail have expressed
themselves as certain that with general improvements on the part of the
New Mexico citizens this road could
be made the one and only national
highway to the Pacific coast. The
only possible way to complete this
proposition is as has already been
stated, that of having a general good
roads day. This has made numerous
other states popular for their roads
and has enthused many others until
the movement is now country-wide- .
New Mexico must fall Into line of
progressive events and present Indications are that she will run in close
competition with all other states in
the Good Roads day movement.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, Aug. 27. The uncertain
aspect of the Mexican situation and
the extensive liquidation of New Haven combined to unsettle the early
market today. Pressure for both accounts was general, with especial
heaviness, aside from New Haven, In
Steel, Union Pacific, Canadian Pacific,
Smelting and Lehigh Valley, the latter being sold on the unfavorable July
earnings. With the check to the decline which came with more encouraging news from Mexico, short covering became urgent and prices went
up with celerity.
When this demand was satisfler activity slackened and prices relapsed
fractionally. Shortly before noon an
the whole list.
The market lacked the stimulus
afforded by yesterday's bidding up of
various industrials and the upward
movement failed to attain striking proportions. Bonds were steady. Having
exhausted the market factors, specula)
ors were content to await tomorrow's
'
developments in the Mexican Situation. The movement of prices was
sluggish during most the afternoon
and little effect was produced by the
intermittent bidding up of Reading or
pressure on Steel.
Big Four preferred was offered at 80 compared with
90, the previous transaction of six
weeks' ago.
The market closed easy. Fresh selling of Steel carried it down a little
moe decisively as the session eded.
Pressure also arose at other points
with Reading practically relinquishing
its rise. Texas company was active,

DEDICATION OF KEOKUK DAM
Keokuk, la., Aug. 26. A marvelous
engineering achievement was turned
over to the world today when the
great Mississippi river dam and power
The
plant were formally dedicated.
dam extends across the Mississippi
river from Keokuk, la., to Hamilton,
111.,
and Is almost a mile long. Its

-

construction occupied nearly three
years and Its total cost exceeded $25,- 000,000.
The dam is to be used for
the generation of electricity which Is
to he supplied for lighting and indus- -

Chicago, Aug. 26. Corn advanced
Vs1 to iy8 on the development of
another hot wave in the southwest.
The market was nervous and active.
Shorts in September began to cover
early and that option rose half to
touching 74 cents before a slight reaction setin. December opened
tfl
at 68 to 69 and advanced
to 68. Hhher cables aided the
bulls. The close was firm for December at
a net advance of
cent and easy for September at
73,
a net advance of .
Wheat went up with corn, though
the advance was not as great. First
prices were unchanged to
cent
higher, with December a shade to
up at 90 to . The close was steady withy December at 90, a net ad
vance of a shade.
Aftfer touching
90, December on
some profit taking eased to 90.
Oats firmed with other grain. December started
to .
up at
44
to
and steadied at 44.
'
Liberal buying advanced provisions
to
first prices for January options
being: Pork, $19.45; lard $10.87;
ribs $10.25. The closing quotations
were:
Wheat, September 87; December
90; May 93.
'
Corn, September 73; December
69; May 70.
Oats, September 41; December
43; May 46.
Pork, September $20.95; January

1,

V..ft

6869

7,

$19.47.

Lard, September $11.10;

$10.82.
Ribs, September
$10.25.
KANSAS

January

$11.42; January

CITY

LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, August 26. Hogs, reMarket steady. Bulk
ceipts 9,000.
$8.508.85; heavy $8.408.75;, packers and butchers $8. 508. 85; lights
$8.508.90; pigs ,$5.507.
Cattle, receipts '20,000. Market steady to 15 cents lower. Prime fed
steers $8.509; dressel beef steer3
$7.408.50; western steers $67.90;
southern steers $56.50; cows $3.50
6.25; heifers $4.508.50; stockers
calves $58.50.
Market
10,000.
Sheep receipts
steady. Lambs $6. 50 a 7. 85; yearlings
$4.755.50; wethers $4.B05; ewes
$3.504.63; stockers and feeders $3
'

4.50.

v.
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FOR
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LAWS

Montreal, Quebec, Aug. 26. Repre
sentatives of all the states, the Dis
trict of Columbia and the territorial
possessions of the United States as
sembled in Montreal today to devise
ways and' means to bring about uni
form laws relating to marriage and
divorce, child labor, pure food and
drugs, partnership and corporation,
rates of interest, workingraen's compensation, and tbe regulation of the
practice of medicine. The gathering
is the twenty-thirannual conference
of. the commissioners on uniform state
laws.' Practically all nf the commis
sioners are members of the American
Bar association and, as the latter or
ganization, meets iu annua.1 session
here next week they will have an op
portunity to participate in both

We Sell Ready Made Gomes as Cheap as Anyone Can Make
Them Up. Ask Us to Prove It
.

FOR SCHOOL GIRLS

FOR SCHOOL BOYS

WE SHOW

WE SHOW

d

TO ATTEND JUDSON CENTENNIAL
ban Francisco, Aue. 26. A notable
party of religious and missionary
workers sailed on the steamship Si
beria today, en route to Burma to attend the coming celebration of the
centenary of the famous missionary
Judson.
Among the mpmhers of the
of Min
party were Rev. .1. 0. nri-jenesota, C. E. Fickes nf South Dakota,
Rev. Henry M. Sanders of New York,
Mrs. H. G. Safford of Boston, Mrs. S.
A. Scribner of Chicago, Miss Minnie
Moody of Milwaukee, Miss Louisa M.
Robinson of Rochester and Miss Ada
A. Brigham of Rpn n triors vt.'.. The
centennial celebrations are scheduled
to begin in Rangoon thn second week
of December. The lieutenant govern.
or of Burma is
expected to preside.
s
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PERSONALS
J. P. Sweeney, came in last night
ior a short .business visit in the city.
H. S. Hardin o Meriden, Conn., was
to.a business visitor in Las Vegas
day.
R. Zow of Washington, D. C, arrived
tew
in Las Vegas last night fo a

days' business visit.
J. P. McNierney of Rociada left last
will be on
night for Gallup where he
several
days.
for
business
of
C. M. Bradford and P. J- - Kamos
business
commercial
St. Louis were
visitors In Las Vegas today.. ,
ofR.J. Snowden and J.D.Tomers
business
were
Fe,
Santa
ficials of the
.
visitors In Las Vegas today.
arrived
Louis
St.
of
Mrs. Clary Ell
will remain
in the city yesterday and
visitor.
here for several days as a
of
Fergusson
James
Mr. and Mrs.
Las
in
visitors
ere
Holden, Mo,
to CaliforVegas today on their way
nia.
left
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Earickson
where
Santa
Fe,
this afternoon for
for a short
they will visit friends
time.
John S. Clark has left Las VegM
he
tor California and Arizona wherenext
the
for
will visit with relatives
few weeks.
J.
J. n. Pratt, J. P. Hill and
Las
in
visitors
were business
last
in
came
They
Vegas today.
Watrous.
from
night
John Condon returned this morning
to his home at Rociada after having
been a business visitor in Las Vegas
for the past few days.
Mr and Mrs. D. Cassldy and family
Philadelof Mora left last night for
relatives
visit
will
phia where they
months.
two
next
for the
r; H. Thompson, J. B. Van Keys
and R. W. E. Coleall of Los Angeles,
a
arrived in the city last night for
business.
brief stay here on
of
G. W. Nickerson, representative
company
the Morris Manufacturing
a business
of Kansas City, Mo., was
today.
Las
Vegas
in
visitor
Sheriff and Mrs. Roman Gallegos
left this afternoon for Gallsteo where
as the
they will be for several days
relatives.
guests of friends and
in
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Hobson came
for
Marcial
San
from
afternoon
this
a short visit with friends here. They
formerly resided In Las Vegas.
Mrs. John Roach of Amarillo. rex.,
left this afternon for her home after
relatives
having been a visitor with
in Las Vegas for the past few days.
E. R. Russell, lccal manager of
the Crystal Creamery company, left
last night for Albuquerqce, where he
will be on business for several days.
G. E. Williams, J. C. Cochran and
L. a Bcshnell, all of Trinidad, arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will be
visitors in the city for the next few

WILSON HOLDS UP
MESSAGE UNTIL
:.

TOMORROW
(Continued from Page Onef
; '

factions, Americans will be assisted
to leave the trouble zones and the
United' States will patiently await the
establishment of a secure, stable and
constitutional government before extending recognition.
Immediately on assembling the
house passed the necessary resolution
for a joint session at 1 o'clock to
morrow to hear President Wilson's
address. The resolution was adopted
without debate as soon as it came
into the senate. ,
Gomez In Charge
Calexico, Cal, Aug. ZO. Governor
Gomez of Lower California arrived
at Mexicala, just across the international boundary line today and took
charge of the situation. The federal

garrison ot about 250, men continued
preparations to fight the insurrectors,
who, after their attack on the Irrigation canal guard at Sharp's Heading
yesterday, retired to Black Butte, a
.strategic point at the head of navigation on Volvano lake.
J. C. Allison, chief engineer of the
California Development company, reported to R. H. .Holabird at Los Angeles today that he had been assured
there was no danger to the big irrigation system of the Imperial valley.
Allison and his men were not molested in any way by either side.
A Mexican close to the insurrectos
was authority for the statement that
the present revolution in Lower California is confined exclusively to
Mexicans, there being no Americans
involved, as was the case in the revolution of 1911 when Mxeican socialists
and American Industrial Workers of
the World invaded the territory with
the avowed intention of establishing
a modern Utopia.
Water Supply Endangered
Los Angeles, Calif, Aug. 26. Colonel W. H. Holabird receiver of the
California! Development company who
has charge of the Imperial Valley ir
rigation system, left today to watcfi

Consul to Investigate
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 26. American
Consul Thomas D. Edwards has been
instructed by the state department at
Washington to Investigate the report
ed killing of five American's at or
near Chihuahua during July.
J. A. Halcomb, a native of Mississippi, Is said to have'been among the
men killed. No report of the killings
have been receivea in El Paso or
Juarez.
Lind

Coming Home
Washington, Aug. 26. Late today
an official explanation of John Lind's
departure from Mexico City for Vera
Cruz was advanced. It was that Mr.
Lind left Mexico City oA his return
to the United Staates after he had

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26, 1913.

GOVERNORS

WILL

DISCUSS STATE
1

WELFARE

Heads Appear

;,!,,

g:

40-fo-

(&

TR.UST CO.

CAPITAL 5113.000,00

also en route to San Francisco. The
two bands joined forces and gave a
general serenade for the governors at
Governor Colquitt and
the hotel.
other legislators made brief speeches.
Lincoln Highway

Is Your Money Bringing G od R.eturrvs to Yovi?
No s&fer nor better pla.ce than a good farm loan; nets
you 6 per cent; no trouble, no expense; write or ca.ll
to see us for pa.rticula.r.s

PEOPLES BANK

(Continued From Page One.)
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NEW MEXICO
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can commission which recently toured Europe.
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National League

u No Need To
Watch It"

R. H.E.
Boston, Aug. 26.
3 7 1
Pittsburgh
1
0 3 1
Boston
Batteries: Adams and Gibson; Hess
and Whaling.

Many a house has

American League
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Boston at Detroit.
New York at Cleveland.

;

1

American Association
Louisville at Toledo.
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.
Kansas City- - at St. Paul.
Western League
Denver at Wichita.
Lincoln at Topeka.
,
St. Joseph at Sioux City.
'
Des Moines at Omaha.

(

J

;v'.

Chicago at Brooklyn.
Pittsburgh at Boston,
Cincinnati at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

f

1.

been burglarized during
the brief time the po
liceman was at the
other end of his beat.
Houses provided with
electric light protect
themselves.
Let us wire your house for
electric light and give you the
best burglar insurance obtain-- ,
able at any price. Our service
is yours at minimum cost,

';

,

;

ming, Baldwin of Connecticut, Dunne
of Illinois, Hanna of North Dakota,
Bryan Out' All Night
Washington, Aug. 26. The Mexican Hodges of Kansas, Lister of Washingsituation so absorbed the attention ton, Clarke of Nebraska, Haines of
of Secretary Bryan that he did not go Idaho, Major of Missouri and West of

the situation which developed yester
day with a fight between Mexican
feedrals and insurrectors at Sharp's
TO
CALLS
WIRELESS
Heading, the intake of the system
line.
south of the international
All of the sources of water supply
RACE 1,000 MILES
for the irrigation system lie In the
Mexican .territory of Lower CaliforAGAINST DEATH
nia.
During the last Insurrection In
Lower California, the ranchers of Im- BLUE
SPARKS CRACKLE OVER BE
perial Valley urged the United States
REVENUE
RING SEA TO; SEND
government to send troops to Sharp's
days.
CUTTER TO RESCUE SCIENTIST
water supply,
.1. C. Lacy, formerly a resident of Heading to protect the
WITH HEART DISEASE.
tovisitor
this city, was a business
Bombardment not Effective
day as representative of the White
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex, Aug. 26
Cap Underwear company of Wiscon26. Wireless
Aug.
Washington,
Although federal gunboats and land waves
sin.
out
over
the Bering
sputtering
W. A. Moore of Albuquerque arrived batteries at Guaynias fired thousands Sea
a revenue cut
are
calling
today
in the city this afternoon for a short of shells at the positions of the in ter to start on a 1,000 mile race
business visit here. Mr. Moore is an vesting constitutionalist forces Sunday against death.
ac
inspector 'for the Rocky Mountain Fire and yesterday, the rebel losses,
Somewhere out of the squadron
a
to
received
today
telegram
cording
Underwriters' association.
the broad blue waters of the
cruising
T. S. Woolsey of Albuquerque was by Governor Maytorena from General Arctic
a fleet ship will be found
circle,
a business visitor in Las Vegas today Obregon, numbered ten killed and 20 to get Fred K. Chamberlain a govern
Obregon, however, had re
from the Duke City. Mr. Woolsey is wounded.
ment naturalist at St. Paul Island,
associate district forester, with head- tired to Tres RItos six kilometers and rush him down to Seattle In time,
a small
north of Empalme,'-.leavlnquarters at Albuquerque.
it is hoped, to save his life.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Cook and chil- force at Batagotal and hoping to draw
Chamberlain, a bridegroom of a
to
dren of Miami, Okla, arrived in Las the federals from their stronghold
went to St. Paul to take the
year,
Vegas last night in an automobile on a "position whence their retreat to seal census for the department of com.
their way from Miami to Carlsbad Guaymas might be more easily cut off. merce, He was taken with heart dis
Colonel Felipe Dussart reported to
where they will visit relatives.
ease.
left
Maytorena
Banks
today, that the constitu
Mrs. Robert
yesterday
afternoon for her home at Denver af tionalists of Sinaloa had driven the
ter having been a visitor with her federals from all important paints in POWER BOAT RACES AT KEOKUK
rmwrifa Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Coors the state excepting Culiacan, the capiKeokuk, la, Aug. 26 It is generally
tal, and Mazatlan, the seaport city.
predicted that new World's records
here for the past few weeks.
will be established here this week
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Buchanan of
the
Lind
Mexico
at
the annual regatta of the Missisin
Leaves
visitors
city
were
City
Holden, Mo,
Mexico City, Aug. 26 John Lind, sippi Valley Power Boat association.
last night on their way to. California
tofrom their home in Holden. They are the personal representatives of Presi- The regatta was formally opened
Friuntil
continued
dent Wilson,. Jeftk'hBre tnls morning day and will be
making the trip by .automobile.
He ,is accompanied day.
Mr. and Mrs. W, E. Gortner, Mrs. for Vera Cruz.
Among the contestants are two new
R. M. Johnson, Miss Irma Gortner and by Luis D'Antln, an attache of the
entered by Commodore Black-to- n
a
boats
American embassy.
Miss charlotte Charnely made up
of
the Motor Boat Club of Amer
SanThe
Is
for
that
here
from
understanding
party that left this afternoon
ta Fe where they will visit for a Vera Cruz Lind will continue on his ica, whose "Baby Reliance III" broke
all existing records at the association
journey to Washington.
fchort time.
regatta at Davenport last year. The
Scores
of
Americans
left
filled
train
the
yesterMiss Carolyn Armstr6i;
new boats were designed to pass the
day afternoon for Williams, Ariz, on which Mr. Lind made the run from
Whether
mark.
to
the
here
the
Cruz.
Vera
port of
where she will take a position in
will be accomplished remains to
this
has
She
schools
of
that place.
city
be seen, but the experts who have
been attending the summer session
Aiding Refugees to Leave
Been the craft on trial spins are ol
i
ot the Normal.
El Paso, Tex, Aug. 26. To aid
the
opinion that they will turn out
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Houghton, for- Americans In getting out of Parral,
to
world beaters. Another notable
be
mer residents of Las Vegas but now Mexico, SI C. Bryan, special messenIn the regatta is "Disturber
located at Doming, arrived in the city ger of the state department, and J. entry
owned by Commodore James A.
in,"
last night for a few days' visit with Long, son of Consular Agent J. I.
of Chicago.
This is a big
friends here. They are on their way Long, of Parral, left El Paso today. Pugh
with the most powerhydroplane
east where they will visit relatives They will enter Mexico at Marfa and
ful engine ever placed in an American
for several weeks.
go to Parrel by automobile. Vehicles racing hull. The scene of the regatta
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. French, Mr. and to be used In getting the Americans
Is Lake Cooper, the big sheet of water
Mrs. R. P. Ervien, H. G. Erwin and out are being sent to Parral from Chi
formed in the Mississippi river above
N Sperry drove in this morning from huahua by request of the state departthe great Keokuk power dam which
Santa Fe for a few days' visit in Laf ment.
was dedicated today. The lake was
Vegas 'Mr. French is the state enBryan also carries code messages named' In honor of Hugh L. Cooper,
gineer and will inspect the roads near from the state department to Consular the engineer who designed and built
Las Vegas during his stay here.
A?;ent Long.
the dam.

F er

6

made his supplementary suggestions
Colorado Springs, Col., Aug. 26.
to Huerta with the understanding that Officers of the Lincoln Highway ashe could return to Mexico City if the sociation were received by the governors in conference here this afternoon.
developments warranted.
Henry B. Joy of Detroit( Michc, presi'
dent of the association, delivered a
American Detained
Douglas, Ariz, Aug. 26. Stewart brief address in which he outlined the
Hunt, the American rancher arreBted plans of the association for a national
of
by Sonora constitutionalists at Fron-tera- highway and asked
was still in detention today. the legislatives. He emphasized the
Hunt was arrested on the order of necessity of selecting one permanent
Governor Maytorena as an enemy to route across the country no matter
the state, because he purchased some how desirable others may be later.
President Joy was accompanied by
stock of an interdicted cattleman.
Members of the Mexican junta here Carl G. Fisher of Indianapolis, Ind,
said today that Hunt could not be lib- and A. R. Pardington of New York,
No
erated except upon the authority of vice presidents of the association.
action was taken by the governors,
Maytorena, the constitutionalist gov
ernor at Hermosillo.
(Special Correspondence of Optic)
of
The sixth annual Conference
Wilson Has Nothing to Offer
here today to
Governors
assembled
26.
"The
London, Aug.
difficulty
of the mission of John Lind to Mexico enter upon a five days' discussion of
was from the beginning that the public problems of common interest
American government had nothing to and importance to the entire coun
offer to Provisional President Huerta try. The conference is entirely nonIf he acceded to its request," com- partisan in character. The governors
mented the Westminster Gazette in come from all sections of the coun
an article on the Mexican situation to- try and represent all shades of po
day. The government organ adds: litical belief.
Governor McGovern of Wisconsin,
"It is easy to smile at the position
SecO'Neal of Alabama and GovGovernor
and
Wilson
President
which
in
retary of State Bryan find themselves, ernor Ammons of Colorado constitute
but it is no worse than the position the executive committee of the conIn which the European powers have ference.
Others who are expected to
been landed by the refusal ot Turkey take a prominent part in the present
to respect the treaty of London."
session are Governors Carey of Wyo-

home last night and while he waited
for messages from John Lined he
curled up on a couch, where he slept
until time to go home for breakfast.

FIVE

YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

Las Vegas Light 8k
Power Company

IKS

National League
At New York New York,' 2; Cin
Oregon.
cinnati, 1.
, The conference had its origin In
3;
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
1908, when President Roosevelt called St.
Louis, 0.
the' governors together at Washington
At Brooklyn Chicago, 5; Brooklyn,
to discuss steps for the conservation i.
of the natural resources of the counAt Boston Boston, 7; Pittsburgh, G.
try. At this initial meeting it was
decided to make the conference a
American League
permanent body and to hold annual
At St. Louis Philadelphia, 3; St.
sessions with the object of exchanging Louis, 0.
views on subjects of geenral impor
At Cleveland Cleveland, 6; New
tance, promoting, greater uniformity York, 2.
in state legislation, and attaining
At Chicago Chicago, 5; Washing
greater efficiency In the state admin- ton, 2.
t
istration.
At Detroit-Detro- it,
6; Boston, 5.
Since the meeting in Washington
in 1908 the conference has held ses
Western League
sions In Frankfort, Ky, Trenton, N
At Lincoln Lincoln, 9; Topeka, 4.
J., and Richmond, Va. The attendance
At St. Joseph St. Joseph,r 8; Sioux
has Increased at each yearly session City, 2.
and at the same time the influence
of
HUMOR,
of the conference has broadened. As
a safeguard to state's rights, the InSTANDING OF THE CLUBS
fluence and importance of the confer
ence can hardly be overestimated. In
National League
the samcf way, the conference has a
Club
Won Lost Pet
tendency to curb any infringement dL New York
.699
81
35
of
CROSS
these rights by. the federal govern
6G
44
.600
Philadelphia
ment by bringing about the enactment
54
62
.534
Pittsburgh
of legislation in the various states
63
54
.534
Chicago
that otherwise might receive the at
62
51
.451
Brooklyn
tention of congress.
Heretofore it Boston
.438
50
64
has seemed easier to amend the con Cincinnati
48
74
.393
stitution . and clothe congress ' with St. Louis
43
76
.362
certain necessary power than to secure uniform legislation in the states.
American League
But the governors' conference, it is
Club
Won Lost Pet
SEASON TICREFS ';....:;.....
L
$1.50
;
believed, will ultimately be able to Philadelphia....'
39
.670
79
'
bring about uniform legislation on Cleveland
71
49
.592
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
. 50c
. . 1
,
mariage and divorce, child labor,'" rates Washington
66
.564
51
of Interest, and numerous other social Chicago
CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS
35c
58
65
.528
problems of pressing importance, thus Boston
59
.491
.....57
lessening the tendency to expand the Detroit
70
.426
52
'
'
federal authority.
77
.384
St. Louis
.....48
No fixed program has been prepar New York
44
'. .". .40
.348
ed for the present conference. ' Several papers and' addresses will be preWestern League
sented, but for the most part the govClub H
Won Lost Pet
ernors will devote the time to ah in- Denver ,
44
.648
...81
YOUR MONEY
formal discussion of each subject as Des Moines
54
.71
.568
'
it is introduced. These scbjeets will Lincoln
67
60
.527
relate largely to the administrative St. Joseph65
61
.516
side of state business, such for In- Omaha
65
62
.4S8
stance as "The Growth of Adminis- Topeka
68 ..
.451
.56
W HO L
R
SAL
IL
trative Commission," "A State Depart- Sioux City,
72
55
.433
and
ment of Efficiency
80
Economy," and Wichita .,
.370
....47
Qm
"The Cause and Remedy for Popular
District of Legislatures."
VOTING ON TROLLEY BONDS
A subject that has already received
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
considerable attention from the con
Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
NEW SUPERINTENDENT
San
Francisco, Aug. 26. San Fran
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr.
Is
scheduled to be
ference and which
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
cisco is voting today upon the ques
26. The transfer of Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
taken up for further consideration at
ma to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
bonds In the sum of , Denver, Aug.
the present session ia the establish- tion of Issuing
of the Denver Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remthe
superintendency
muof
a
the
building
ment of rural credit banks, land mort- $3,500,000 for
mint which was expected to take place edy- After taking ono dose of It I
nicipal system of street car lines.
was cured. It also cured others that
and
buygage societies
early this weelt is being delayed be I
gave it to," writes IL E. Gebhart,
cause official word for the director
ing and selling associations to meet
Oriole, Ta. That Is not at all unusual.
the needs of the agricultural folk, of
of the mint has not been received. An ordinary attack of diarrhoea
REBELS LOSE STRONGHOLD
cph
the United States. By special invita-tlToday Frank M. Downer, together with almost invariably by cured If one or
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Senator Fletcher of Florida will
London, Aug. 26 An Exchange Thomas Annear, his secretary await- two doses of this remedy. It Is 0na
deliver an address before the gover- Telegraph company dispatch from ed the official word that set in motion of tho most successful prftaratior
that has been
1. i
nors, giving a preliminary report ot Shanghai announces that Nanking has the machinery for checking nearly have testiaed discovered.
to Us value. For 'sSa
the results of the investigations into fallen, depriving the rebels of their $500,000,000 In coin stored in tlie mint by all dealers.
A or.
vaults.
European farm methods by the Ameri last stronghold.
Subscribe for The Op lie.
'
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SANITATION

Is Result of Eternal
Viqilance and Care.
Lice Are Warm Weather Pest and
Must Bo Kept Off Young Chicks
in Particular Clean Water la
of Much Importance.
By PROF. JOHN WILLARD BOLTE.)
Summer brings flowers and little
chicks, and all manner of beautiful

In contemplating these pleasone must be careful to remember that the same conditions
which make them possible also entourage the production of vermin and
disease.
The spring and summer are the
very busiest months for the poultry
Steeper, not only because he has all
lof the added labor of rearing the
b'oung chicks, but because of the much
(greater care he must exercise to pre
sent trouble with both young and
told. Success is the result of eternal
Ivigilance and prompt and thorough
things.

ant sights,

tcare.

Both body and head lice are a warm
weather pest and they must be kept
loft the young chicks particularly.
comes from the older fowls
jand infected buildings, old litter, etc.
If you hatch with hens, have a clean
inest In a clean place, and dust the

HOW TO FEED YOUNG CHICKS
As the Youngster Grow Older Grain
la Gradually Increased Fine
Sand I Ideal.
College of
(By J. O. HAIRPIN, Wisconsin
Agriculture.) '
For the first 10 to 14 days we feed
the chicks at the university farm a
little commercial chick fed, which is
thrown into a fairly deep litter of bay
chaff three or four times a day.
In the middle of the forenoon and
the afternoon we feed a little mash
made up of equal parts of coarse
ground corn, wheat bran, wheat middlings and rolled oate. Once a day
we mix a raw egg in with this mash,
one egg for about each 60 chicks. A3
they get older we gradually increase
the amount of raw egg, adding enough
water or, better still, milk to keep
the mash from being sticky and soggy.
As fast as they learn to eat it we
mix more and more wheat and cracked
corn into the chick feed, so that by
the time they are three weeks old

they are eating cracked corn and
wheat entirely. From the start we
give access to dry mash made up
at first like the wet mash, except
that the rolled oats is omitted after
the second week.
Fine sand on the brooder floor, covalfalfa hay, is
ered with short-cu- t
ideal. Ground bone in little hoppers,
so that chicks can help themselves,
Is also good. A few drops of a potassium permanganate stock solution,
Just enough to turn the water red,
may be put into the drinking water,
ANSWERS
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W QUESTIONS

Fat Hen Will NU Starve Until Reserve Is Utilized Hay and Green
Cut Bone Produce Eggs.

J

S

73

I

iPrlze Winning Silver Plymouth Rock.

with pyrethrum twice during the
ncubating period. Should the chicks
(appear droopy after they have begun
to feather, duBt them. Head lice ap
pear on them earlier and a little lard
il on the back of the head and unci
ir the wings will diposo of these. ,
The older fowls must have access
to a sunny, dry dust bath. If they
show signs of lice, disinfect the hen
house with whitewash and carbolic
acid, put in clean Rests and litter,
and dust the hens with pyrethrum.
t
The entire interior of the house
should be whitewashed about four
times a year and the roosts and surrounding area should be painted or
sprayed with kerosene or some coal
(tar disinfectant, to keep down the red
tnites, every two weeks In hot weath-ter- .

The following replies to queries regarding poultry, which are
will be found of much interest:
E. D. C A hen that Is fat will not
starve until the stores of fat on her
body are utilized, as this reserve of
warmth is just so much carbonaceous
food in the form of fat.
H. D. We believe the cause of the
poor laying of your flocks is the absence of green food and meat scraps
from the ration. Hens need both.
N. A, T. Clover hay and green cut
bone are excellent egg producers.
Green bone should not be fed oftener
than three times a week, and then
only a pound allowed for every sixteen
head of stock.
J. L. 0. When it can be had, .milk
is an excellent article of food for
broilers or any chicks, but milk Is not
absolutely necessary.
C. T. Clover hay is mainly Intended for winter feeding, to take the
place of green food during the cold
months. But where green food is
equally scarce in the summer it is best
to feed it the year round. It can be
scalded or cooked, and mixed with
bran, cornmeal, middlings and ground
oats.
G. 1 W. Vegetables can be fed
either cooked or raw; in the latter
case they are not so fattening.
M. A. S. Blood is excellent for laying hens, but do not feed more than
ten per Cent, at a feeding.

TURKEYS FOR MARKET

CALL FOR BIDS

Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the county clerk of
San Miguel county, New Mexico, until 2:00 p. m., September 20th, 1913,
Not Difficult if Proper Attenfor the construction of a sixty-foo- t
tion Is Given to Work.
bridge, of one span, and 16 feet width
of roadway. The abutments to be of
concrete.
First Week Is Critical Period in Young
The location of the bridge is at
Bird's Life One of Greatest MisGap, about five miles" south
Kearney's
take Is Overfeeding
Keep
of Las Vegas, at the place where
Them Growing.
the road crosses the Agu Zarca
One of the lines of work that is
Plans and specifications may be
capable of returning good profits is
the rearing of turkeys for the mar- seen at the office of the aforesaid
kets. Year after year the price climbs county clerk or at the office of the
upwar.d, which may be taken as an county engineer, George E. Morrison.
indication that the supply Is never
A bond in the sum of One Thousand
quite equal to the demand.
Dollars ($1,000.00) with two sufficient
is
usually regarded
Turkey raising
as an arduous and uncertain . task, sureties, residents of the county of
and it is unless the keeper Is well Sari Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned
posted as to the requirements. Many for the faithful performance of the
think it impossible to bring more conditions of the bid, must accomof the hatch to mathan
pany each bid.
turity, but I know that with the propIt Is proposed that the said bridge
er care it is possible to bring the
be completed prior to the first
shall
entire hatch through.
Th first few weeks is the critical day of April, A. D. 191.
A satisfactory bond In the sum of
period of a turkey's life. At that time
quick changes of temperature and Teu Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars,
dampness are fatal unless the turkeys with two sufficient sureties, residents
are given the proper attention Imme- of the county of San Miguel, New
diately. I have known of flocks being Mexico, or
surety bond1 of
caught out In the spring showers and the same satisfactory
conditioned
for the
amount,
every one of them would perish
from the effects, while a flock of accurate and faithful performance of
little chickens would suffer no 111 ef- the contract for the building of said
fects'. ,
bridge will be required of the successAs young turkeys are very delicate ful bidder.
creatures it is but natural that great
The Board of County Commissioncare be exercised In feeding them.
ers reserves the rlgnt u reject any
One of the greatest mistakes is overWhile they should be fed or all bids.
feeding.
frequently they should be given only THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
a small amount at one time.
The first step is to get the young
SAN MIGUEL,
turkeys to growing. They should have
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
warm, dry quarters and access to waChairman.
ter and grit. For the first week or Attest:
two bread crumbs are a very good ration and at the end of that time be- Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
gives universal satisfaction and I use
only Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes
Middletoh. Ga., writes, "I had a rack
ing lagrlppe cough ?nd finally got re
lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Com'
pound." Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drus Store
Adv
one-fourt- h

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

SIGN PAINTING
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half-grow-

one-thir-

GROCERS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

A

COLUM

AND CAFE

A.

M.

4

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
sach month. Tlsltlnf
brothers cordially

L." O. O. MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.

Wm. P. Mills.
W. M., H, 8 .Van Petben, Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
TISEMENTS
1. O. of B. B.
Meets every first TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day of the, month in the vestry rooms
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- - of
Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
lar conclave ec
m. Visiting brothers are cordially inNo ad to occupy less space than two
day in each month at Ma- vited. Isaac
Appel, President; Charles
All
lines
advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. G. H.
Secretary.
Greenclay,
will be booked at space actually set
KtnkeL B.
Chaa. Tamme,
without regard to number of words- I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Cash in advlnce preferred.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- brethren cordially invited to attend.
" vocation
first Monday In F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
each month at Masonic T. M.
Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
B. Hubbard. H P.: F. Y
Trustee.
1
Blood, Secretary.
KATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVEtf-

-

y?

Tu-Yy-

k

C;

OPTIC'S

NUMBER. MAtu

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonlo Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8
p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.

6.

Wanted
WANTED

Good cook.

Main

329.

Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting
members are especially welcome and
NO.
cordially Invited.

Apply 1027
Main 216.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday night at
WANTED Young man familiar with O. R. C, hall, on Douglas avenue at
stenography and bookkeeping. Ap- 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corJ. C. Wertz, Presiply in own handwriting to Box 538 dially welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Optic.
Baily, Treasurer.
WANTED Girl at Harvey's ranch.
Meets second and
B. P. O. ELKS
WANTED Experienced dining room
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
help. Plaza hotel.
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
WANTED Good
girl for general are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520 Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.
Washington.
Eighth street Phone

Far slc
FOR SALE
furniture.

A

few pieces

1109 Douglass

LOCAL TIME CARD
Eas-- .

No. 2..
No. 4..
No . 8 . .
No. 10..

Bcund

Arrive
9:10 p. m..,.

Depart

9:15 p. m.
.11:05 p. m.... 11:05 p. m.
. 2:05 a. m....2:10 a. m.
2:10 p. m.
. 1:45 p. m
West Bound

.

.

Arrive

1..

No.
No.
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and No.
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

3..

7..
9..

of good Pioneer building. Visiting members
avenue.
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

Depart

m..
m..
m..

p.
a.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p.
p. m.

p., in.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

ATTORNEYS

G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
HUNKER & HUNKER
MODERN five room residence for sale
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
or trade. Bargain. Must be sold KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURAttorneys-at-Lathis week. See owner 1101 Elev
New MexicoITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In Las Vegas,
enth St.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street,, on the
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
FOR SALE Bedstead, springs and month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
dresser; oak, in ' good condition,' Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
cheap. Apply Optic office.
President;' A. D. Tillman, FinanDental work of any description at
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
FOR SALE Small tent field glass, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
moderate prices
sme tools, fencing foils, Marble Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 135.,
safety ax. 821 Eighth Street.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
East Las Vegas, N. M.
-

FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.
FOR SALE Horse, good size, no
pony, tough, 9 years old; used to
35 mile trips, single or
double;
worth $100. What offer? 803 Jackson avenue.
FOR SALE Bargain;
house,
ell stable and fruit orchard;
city
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave.

CRYSTAL IQE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
..
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
,50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
-

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

For

FOR RENT Rooms for light
keepin, 721 Fourth street.
FOR RENT Two room
house. 921 Lincoln.

furnished

Lost
Collie pup, seven months old
brown with white breast. 812
Seventh street. Reward.

LOST

LOST Diamond pin, figure 8. Return
to 1108 Seventh street and receive

reward.

Found
A pocketbbok in

Inquire

1109

East

Las

Douglas

NOTICE..

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
Jara and Tip
northerntwo
are
the
which
lakes,
most of th group ot Kroenlg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed wo hunt or
fish upon this property except members of the club, and all persons going there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organization. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CiiTJB.

cmb has leased the La

RETAIL PRICES

house- -

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.

FOUND
Vegas.

Lincoln Ave

fl&sst

iu-j-

JK
V

RESTAURANT

BHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

.

d

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

CARRIAGE

Profitable Specimens.
N. O.
gin working in a small amount of
429 GRAND AVE.
milk cheese, also a small amount of
black pepper now and then.
Seeds and insects are the natural
food of turkeys, and as soon as they
are large enough they should be al- Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRSj OLLIE SHEARER
lowed to run among the grass with
the mother hen whenever the weath- General Massage, 'Hair and Scalp
er is suitable and they will make a Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
rapid growth. By midsummer they
Plaza Hotel
will pay but little attention to any
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
feed given them, but will forage
through the fields eating seeds and
BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
harmful Insects.
One of the greatest faults of tur- Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Do not let the young chicks mix SPRAYING "GETS" THE MITES keys is their inclination to wander Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas"with the old fowls or inhabit their
away. All efforts should be made to sage. Only latest methods are emquarters. Change their run frequent-- One of Best Mixtures to Use In Com- have them roost at home if possible.
Hours from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
By to avoid fouling the ground, as this
The giving of some very tempting ployed.
bating Parasites I Kerosene Emulwork
done on Saturdays ex
No
bowel
jeour condition of the soil causes
sion Use Spray Pump.
feed at night frequently gets them
Price 50c
(trouble.
into the habit of coming home each, cept by appointment.
If sloppy, wet feed or table scraps
Kerosene emulsion is one of the evening.
Appointments made for work at ladles'
iare fed, do not throw them on the best mixtures to use in combating
omes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
(ground. Use a trough or box and mites in the poultry house. It is made MANGEL BEETS FOR POULTRY
Price $1.00
ithrow the refuse away where the by the mixing of two gallons of keror
to
cannot
trouble
oil
f
of
osene
whale
get
it,
(chickens
oil,
pound
will surely result.
soft A Green Feed for Hens There Is No
soap, one quart of home-madVegetable Better Can Be Kept as
The ground near the watering place, soap and one gallon of water. DisLong as Potatoes.
khe feeding place and the house
solve the soap by boiling In water,
foul first, and it should be then remove from the fire and add
are get
Evidently, poultry-keeper- s
ispadc-up frequently to furnish fresh
wise to the value of mangel beets
ting
iBOil.
This
for fowls. We have heard of ever so
Clean water is of the greatest imfarmers who are planmany
poultry
desome
feed
Use
fountain
portance.
ning to grow beets for the first time
ilver
vice and scald it out frequently.
this year. One poultryman of our
'Never let it run dry or the fowls will
acquaintance has gotten an acre of
-- if you use
overload when it is filled again. A
ground into beets, says a writer in an
tablet of potash permanganate in the
exchange. We are pleased to learn
Avater from time to time is a good
EMPRESS
of the interest that is being taken In
fmlld disinfectant and corrective.
the culture of mangel beets.
Give all the pasturage and green
Farmers who. do not have silos
FLOUR
ifeed available, plenty of shade, cool
should raise enough beets to feed to
Ifresh air to sleep in and .keep tbo
their cows every day that the cows
'vermin down, if you value your
It "s giving you
are not upon good pasture. Beets have
a place upon every farm where cows,
i present for do- hogs, poultry and sheep are kept As
fHOUDAN
IS GREAT FORAGER
green food for hens we know of no
ing something
vegetable that takes the place of beets.
d do hny
Eird Is Capable of Hunting for Greater
you
Cabbages while they last are excellent,
Portion of Food When Insect3
but it requires a heap of work to put
way when you
Are In Abundance.
up cabbages for the winter. The writ
leam how Much
er follows the plan of growing both
(By W. R. GILBERT.)
and beets.
The cabbages
cabbages
EMPRESS
Beer
The Houdan Is a splendid forager
A bucket spray pump such as used are stored in the basement of the barn
and
during periods In the garden Is Just the thing to and are fed out during November and
FLOUR realb is.
(on the grass range,
fin which insect and vegetable life arc
December. As soon as the cabbages
house.
the
spray
poultry
L.
Made by GER-MA- N
f
il
nanaKta
la
hnntino
J....
are gone, the feeding of the beets be' . .
- a
J
l.
us
once.
Churn
this
Khe greater portion oi i.
at
kerosene
the
PROCESS
gin. In a good cellar beets will keep
stands confinement tolerably wall, e
mixture rapidly and violently until It as long as potatoes.
breet
a
is
good
ONE COUPON FROM
is as smooth as beaten cream. One
jif rightly managed it
for the town dweller or the sr Durban part of emulsion to several parts of
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Needed.
Methods
Business
tite.
It is a breed worthy ot coi:s
water is used to dilute the mixture
STAMPS
FIVE
Few owners of the smaller poultry
ferable notice from those who desin for spraying buildings,
dropping
BRINGS YOU THE
know
ot
what
profit
plant
percentage
i
or
iowia.
class
boards or nest boxes. Add one or
fi cood,
IT S
SPOON
flocks do yield. Many of these
is an egg and meat producer of hig' two ounces of carbolic acid to the their
GENUINE WM.
may know how much they spend for
ivieu
otner
few
that
featnres
before
emulsion
Just
applying.
finality,
feed during the year, and how many
ROGERS &
breeds can Jay ciaim iu
f ttrranean
eggs the hens laid within the 12
SONS' A A
i
Sunflower Seed Valuable.
but further than that they
STANDARD
Sunflower seed Is very valuable for months,
Preventing Bowel Trouble.
cannot give any figures of the cost of
Where milk is fed regularly ;md
fowls during the molting period, and
SILVER
or
the
from
actual profits
production
teaspoonful each of ginger and soda It contains much oil and gives an add she
PLAT- Esales. Adopt business, methods In
Ridded to each gallon every third or ed gloss to the new plumage. There
BEAUTIFUL
your
poultry
plant
oarth day, there will be no cholera Is no danger of feeding them too much
r other bowel troubles. Stir the mix- of It flaring this period. As a general
(STERBest Insect Killer.
rorc until thoroughly dissolved before rule, they are fed a handful for each
FINISH
LING)
A
toss
a
Its
with
of
is
pheasant
single
fi suing. This very easily prepared fowl per day.
bill
kills more insects than a turkey
will keep their digestive organ:
gobbler will eat at a whole meal. Tooi
Guinea Flesh Excels.
(toRd and sweetened.
EMPRESS
No poultry, meat excels if any the eobbler eats his Insects after they
Irotten
Air Space.
fat
the
can be ob
have
the
crop,
eating
equals a
guinea split down
The air space should occupy
the back, broiled and buttered.
It pheasants eats his when they are still
tained in this city from
of the fgg ber'v.j
han
is meaty, tender and of splendid In the egg and before they have taken
a
of the hatch.
bite.
flavor.
ALL
d

me

T5he

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Eaoh Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AG

U A

.....20c per
25c

I

. . . .

per
.30c per
40c per
50c per

100 lb
100 lb.
100 lb
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Iasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified art, search out the people to whom among ai
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlag Is worth most.

teio

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to
hear
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and woald
nera.
ware
advertised
your property unless It

Others, who read and answer ads. in tola newspaper wast t
are anxious to pay cash tor) books, automobiles, used machi?
and furniture, articles of aef ulness of any sort, and music!
strumenta.
As the classified ads, are read bj all possiBls buyars, of all ik
slble sorts of things, they kave come to be Anders of th bast a,.,
fcets.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

C

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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Bring; us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the QOCYCLE is yours.
Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'Eif for which I agree
to pay In advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
'
Vegas Optic for rZZ for which I agree
to pay In advance $

Name.

Name

Go-Cyc-

le

to be

given absolutely free
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0
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0a
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Name of boy or girt
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Name of bo y or girt
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Fill out these blanks and bring them with the money to
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GOVERNOR TO BE FOUR SCHOOLS TO

LOCAL NEWS
f

Light automobile lamps
this evening.

at

6:22

o clock

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera Bar

Mak

C1I0V

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26, 1913.

Adv.

ASHED TO ISSUE

BE ERECTED IN

PROC LAMATION

SAN MIGUEL

Baby's Greenest Comfort
Mother's Greatest
Convenience s
IS

J. W. McGovern has been appoint GOOD ROADS DAY
BOOSTERS CONDITIONS IN THREE DISTRICTS
ed administrator of the will of David
WANT EXECUTIVE
ENDORSE
WARRANT ISSUE OF BONDS FOR
C. Welsh, who died in
MENT OF PLAN AND WILL
Albuquerque
CONSTRUCTION OF NEW AND
on August 14.
URGE THAT STEP AT ONCE
MODERN

CIIOW-PICALIL- LI

Green Tomato

Cauliflower

Celery

Cucumbers
Chile Peppers

:

Mango Peppers

STEARNS' STORE
mmmm.

THE OLD; RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

On account of next Monday being
Good Roads day, although it has
Four new schoolhouses will be erect
Labor Day the Las Vegas grand board taken over a large portion of the
ed and ready for use by the first of
will not hold its regular meeting. It state, still lacks executive
approbation the year is present plans are carried
has been set for the Wednesday fol and endorsement To
remedy this the out as expected. These school houses
boosters who have been planning tue
lowing.
will be in widely separated districts.
project will request Governor W. C All will be of the most modern
con
There will be a called communica McDonald, at an early date, to endorse
struction and
in every par
turn of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. P. the scheme."
ticular. Wood, stone and bricks will
With that endorsement the plan
and A. M. tomorrow afternoon at 4
be used as will stucco, in their con
will
be in condition to be pushed
o'clock. Work in third degree. Sup
the type varying with the
per will be served at 6 o'clock. All ahead to the limit The request for struction,
location of the schools.
members and visiting members are re endorsement will be forwarded to the
Two of the new building are to eo
governor within a few days and he
quested to be present.
,
in
the Los Alamos district where the
is expected to take action upon it
increase
in population, has developed
within
a
few more, so that by the end
The numerous cases of smallpox
a need for more school facilities. This
the
of
week
it
were
is
that
likely the boosters Is
reported several days ago
district No. 10.
are developing into very light ones will have one more argument for con
District
No. 21, Pecos town, is to
the
faint
hearted.
Not one of the persons affected has vincing
The local committees which have a have new biulding also.
a serious case and it is expected by
West Pecos, District No. 97. com
going- - ahead with
the first of next month that all those been named-ar- e
the quartet. The bond Issue
pletes
their
work
in
a
affected will be convalescent.
hustling way and
preparations for the big event will all proposed in this district for the new
Joe fCampine and Ernest Garcia be carried out according to schedule school house is $1,600. That at Pecos
Sentiment in favor of the proposi town is $2,500 while the Los Alamos
were arrested1 last night by Santa Fe
is growing daily, almost hourly district proposes a bond issue of $5,- tion
Officer W. L. Dickson on a charge of
in
and from all indications it is 000.
fact,
trespassing. When brought before
All the bond issues are
to
be a vast success.
being ad
Judge D. R, Murray this morning they going
Colorado followed the lead of New vertised at present and the funds will
were sentenced to pay the costs of the
case and leave the city at once, They Mexico yesterday and will hold a sim no doubt be available soon.
ilar day some time next month. There
complied with the demand.
is every reason to expect success and
At the recital to be given by Prof. none for discouragement. Dr. W. T STUDENTS
WANT
Brown of Valmora, boss booster in
E. E. Wentworth Layton and his
pu
pils next Monday evening George charge of the affair, is back from a
WHICH WILL PAY
business trip north and
Smith and Leon Guy will render solos. necessary
Several other local singers will also will immediately lend his support to
the cause. He expects to make several
appear on this program.
This conEXPENSES
ceit is an invitation affair and a large trips along the Santa Fe trail urging
to
work
be
done and will doubtless
portion of Las Vegas' music-lovin- g
accomplish much good for the cause. MANY DESERVING
public has received cards for it.
YOUNG MEN
Albuquerque has selected a stretch
AND WOMEN WILL BE ABLE TO
of
to
road
be
worked'
will
and
turn
Dr. F. If. II. Roberts, president of the
GET EDUCATION IF GIVEN OPout nearly 1,000 men, pehaps more,
New Mexico Normal University, has
PORTUNITY TO WORK.
on the roads on September 10. Other
accepted an Invitation to deliver the towns
along the line are giving the
educational address before the New
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,
president
Mexico conference to be held in Albu- - project encouragement of the heart- of the New Mexico Normal Universitv
iest sort and everything points to sucis receiving dettevs from parents from I
qurque on September 13. Dr. Roberts cess for
It
will also attend the meeting of the
all parts of the state asking him to
Teachers' Association of Idaho about
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, geJ find some place where their sons and
the middle of October and deliver an in wood.
Direct from the distillery daughters may work 'to pay part of
address before that body.
their expenses while in school. The
to you. At the L"bby, of course.
generous,
philanthropic citizens of
Adv.
.
Laa Vegas, who are always enxous
Marriage license business in the
court house has been excellent, for the
Miss Katherine Drake of Hodges, to aid worthy young people in every
past week and as a result many cou left this afternoon for her home
after way then can, should notify Dr. Robpies have been made happy. Licenses
been a visitor with friends In erts at once if they, can make use of
having
were issued yesterday afternoon to
Las Vegas for the past few days. She any of these young people, thus helpJuan P. Cordova of La Cinta, aged 56 has been
the guest of Miss Helen ing themselves, helping the Normal
years and Rebeca Andrada of Santa Kelly.
and helping the boys and girls who
Cruz, aged 24; also to Juan J. Duran
are anxious for an education.
of Lucero, aged 38, and Abecinia Gon
"HARVEY'S"
zales of Watrous, aged 19.
PIANO TUNING
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
Mr. George Bewley, head outside
son. Old management; old rates. CarConstruction has heen started on a
piano tuner and player piano expert
out every Saturday. Leave
cross walk to be built on Railroad riage
of the Knight Campbell Music com
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
avenue at the Douglas avenue interpany of Denver, Col., largest music
section.
This has been a difficult
PARK HEADS CHOOSE NEW YORK concern, is here for a few davs. Pen- crossing in disagreeable weather and
pie who appreciate reliable work and
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
will be a great improvement. With
musical
critics will take advantage
Denver, Aug. 26. New York City
this new crossing the downtown sec
of
this
to have their inopportunity
New
20
miles up the Hud
Burgh,
tion of the city is now arranged so and
strument looked over. Estimates on
son
will entertain jointly the
river,
that traffic need not be interfered
repair work furnished. Work nhso.
with at any time' of the year on ac- convention of the American Associa- lutely guaranteed. Phone or
address
tion
of
Park
Superintendents in 191. La Pension Hotel.
count, of wet weather.
Aflv
This was declared at today's session
of the fifteenth annual convention in
LAS VEGAS GETS PUBLICITY
CLEVELAND PUBLISHER DIES
M. L. Sullivan, editor of the Inter session here.
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
national Blue Book, arrived in Las
Cleveland, O., Aug. 26. Libertv E.
Vegas last night to make arrangeHolden, proprietor of the Plain Dealer,
ments with the local Commercial club
n hotel and mine owner, died at hla
for an article to be written on Las
house in Bratenahl today of a com
Vegas and its advantages. Secretary
plication of diseases due to old aee
W. H. Stark of the club will
He was 80 years old., Mr. Holden wan
prepare
the article which will be published in
a trustee of Western Reserve univers
the near future. Mr. Sullivan is tourity and Adalbert college and a meming New Mexico personally in view
ber of the National Municipal league;
of the fact that he has been informed
the American Institute of Mining .En.'t :'
of the many opportunities of tne state.
gineers, the Society of Mayflower DeThe Blue Book is published in San
scendants ,Sons of the American
Antonio, Tex.
This edition will be
the Rowfant, University,
dedicated to New Mexico. This pubUnion and Country clubs of Cleveland,
lication is devoted strictly to the west
the Alta club of Salt Lake City, and
and its advantages. It is one of the
the University club of New York. Also
largest magazines pf its kind.
he was mayor of Bratenahl. -

t
Tht only
having the famous
Luxury Back
Go-Car-

The Sturgis is the Lightest and yet the
in the World.

Go-Ca- rt

BE SURE AND 4EE OUR. COMPLETE LINE i

J.C. JOHNSEN

N'

,,,,

o

'v

&

Gross, Kelly

50V

Co.

Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds,

Vice President.

Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

President.
Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

S. B. Davis, Vice
H.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital.

$100,000

N

1

Surplus, and Undivided Pkofits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

SANITARY

BAKERY GOODS

Rev-olutio-

AT THE HOME of THE BEST

OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

An

injunction

was entered

this
morning in the court house in the
case of J. a. Whitm'.
versus Mar-tiDelgado and a number of others,
in which the court upon petition filed
yesterday, enjoined the defendants
from trespassing upon land belonging
to the plaintiff or fencing proper
ty on the same land. The charge is
that some 5,000 acres of land on this
grant was to be fenced by the defendants, also that the grazing of cattle
was allowed or taken advantage of by
the defendants. Five hundred dollars
damages' were asked. This phase of
the action has not yet been settled.

n

RICHELIEU CANNED GOODS
The Best That Money Can Buy

HE GRAAF & HAY WARD
CO. STORE

VERYBODT

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTC

ISt j

We

evre

head

quarters for fresh
and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

20 and Olive 617

attempt to swim the English channel.
He started from a motor boat near the
South Foreland af 6:45.
Englishman Tries It
Grisnez, France, Auk. 26.
Jabez Wolffe, an English long dis
tance swimmer, left the French coast
near this headland at 5 o'clock this
morning in an attempt to swim the
English channel.
Cape

STRAWDERRiES

AND

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

satisfy.

Durable in construction, reliable in operation

CD. BOUCHER.
PHONE MAIN 4 and 24

cheaper than horse power
1

m

tit

lisSCSi:

w

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

GimiiLES ILFELD COMPANY,

$1,050

cras

FULLV EQOIPPFO AT YOUR HOOK

.

sV
!
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j;:

jJU.

OVERLAND M0DF.I, 59 T

Telephone or calj and we will have our demoniiraior show you

I

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main

344

Machine

Vhalen,

Summer

&

-

Co

Fowler Props

H

oil

Speciallxcpion iates
CALIFORNIA

,

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale
from June to September 30, 1013, daily
with
final limit on all tickets to Oct.
1913
1

31,

Los Angeles or San
Diego

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
Special dates, shorter limit --

$48.50
S43.S0

$55.00
50.00
$77.50
$72.50

ickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for furtli er
particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
I

O. L.

Resort

Phones Main

SWIMMERS
ATTEMPT CHANNEL
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Dover, England, Ang. zu. Henry F.
Sullivan, an American long distance
swimmer, left here this morning on an

at Minimum Expense

Prompt

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more custnmprs whnm vnn nan

TiiH

'

SON

BUY AN AUTO DHL VERY WAGON
insure
Deliveries

JOBS

'I

IN A

Sturgis Luxury Buggy

BUILDINGS.

WE HAVE

AFFORDED

BATCHELOfl, Agent

TWO INJURED IN WRECK
(By Optic A. P. Leased Wire)
Richmond, Va., Aug. 26 Two pas'
senger coaches and a freight car of
VERDI'S STATUE ARRIVES
a mixed train overturned near RichNew York, Aug. 26. The colossal
mond on a branch of the Chesapeake statue of Verdi, 'by Orazio Grossani
and Ohio railroad today. The railroad o Milan, which Is to be erected in
San Francisco as the gift of its Ita
reports two Injured.

citizens reached New

York on the steamer
Europea from
Genoa. The statue is of black
and
red marble and bronze, weighs 50 tons
and Is in 22 cases.

